The first and only high performance LED lighting fully integrated with a robust digital controls platform.

Enabling lighting that is more tailored to its application and responsive to its environment – maximizing performance and quality while driving out waste and inefficiency.
Expanding the boundaries of lighting™

As a global leader in lighting, Acuity Brands is fully committed to the development and application of digital technology that advances the art and science of lighting. Our efforts have yielded a broad and diverse portfolio of advanced LED luminaires and digital controls that are fully integrated to amplify performance and drive out waste and inefficiency.

Smart + Simple Luminaires

The Acuity Brands LED portfolio provides optimal, sustainable solutions to deliver a superior overall lighting experience.

- Better quality lighting
- Reliable, superior performance
- Decreased power consumption
- Longer operational life
- Reduced maintenance

From general ambient applications – to critical seeing of horizontal and vertical tasks – to accent and feature lighting, Acuity Brands indoor LED luminaires are available for a wide range of commercial, industrial and institutional spaces. And they feature embedded nLight® technology that allows for fast and easy integration with digital controls.
**Smart + Simple Digital Controls**

Acuity Brands is an industry-leading developer and manufacturer of lighting controls and energy management systems designed to empower users to realize the maximum potential of LED lighting.

Acuity Brands controls – sensors, switches and systems – work in harmony with LED luminaires to substantially reduce energy consumption and increase the comfort and well-being of occupants.

As the needs of the marketplace – customers, architects, building owners and engineers – change, more is demanded from lighting systems than ever before: better performance, better energy use, better light quality, simpler management.

Through the integration of high performance LED luminaires with a robust digital platform, Acuity Brands has established a new baseline capability of smart lighting systems that optimize performance while providing an unprecedented level of design, installation and user simplicity.

And because Acuity Brands LED luminaires are so easy to connect – thanks to embedded nLight® controls and a simplified plug-and-play concept – the ability to scale controlled lighting systems for a single room or an entire floor or a whole building or campus-wide is a smart and simple achievement.

**Smart + Simple Toolset**

Acuity Brands LED lighting also includes an advanced and invaluable software toolset that enables users to effectively program, monitor and change settings on the lighting system.

The SensorView® software toolset is easy to set up, easy to use and easy to manage. More importantly, it empowers users to do more with less effort. Updates and downloads are readily available from the Sensorview home page and can be immediately broadcast to every device in the network.

SensorView also enables users to run GreenScreens – review energy savings data – on a regular and ongoing basis.
At Acuity Brands, we are maximizing the potential of technology to create the best quality of lighting for every environment. With our industry-leading portfolio and proven expertise in indoor and outdoor luminaires, controls, components, LED lighting technology and daylighting, we deliver integrated, intelligent solutions.